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Building Design and Construction
New Construction
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Schools
Retail - New Construction
Healthcare
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
Regional Alternative Compliance Path
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
Select all that apply. The following regions have alternative compliance paths available: (Optional)
Europe
Core and Shell Scope
Select one of the following:
In Scope. The project scope include the performance improvements for the entire project building, including tenant-occupied spaces.
Tenant Work. It is anticipated that there will be additional tenant work beyond the project scope.
Compliance with the credit requirements must be documented for the entire project building and associated grounds, including tenant occupied spaces, from which anticipated tenant work may also be documented.
Complete the following documentation sections using data for the entire project building, including tenant occupied spaces. Data shall be based entirely on design and construction elements that are included in the project scope. No data entered below shall be based on anticipated tenant work.
In Scope
Tenant Work
Tenant Neutral. Performance calculations will indicate performance data as neutral for all anticipated water fixtures and fittings for the tenant-occupied spaces.
Tenant Sales or Lease Agreement. The tenant sales and/or lease agreement (provided in PI Form 4) contains binding language specifying the maximum water usage rates of all fixture and fitting types that may contribute to water use reduction when installed, and do not exceed the LEED 2009 baseline water usage rates claimed in the performance calculations.
Select one of the following:
All Projects
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
Provide the following value from the Summary tab of the Water Use Reduction Calculator:
Percent water use reduction in fixtures (%)
For group projects, percent reduction must be aggregated for all buildings.
Percent water use reduction in process water equipment (%)
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
Summary
Date
Name
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
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